Ann. Inst. Fourier, Grenoble 38, 1 (1988) While the hypothesis of the Hormander multiplier theorem (see for example Stein, [6] ) is rotationally invariant, clearly that of the Marcinkiewicz theorem is not, since the definition of L\ gives the directions {ej} parallel to the co-ordinate axes a special role. In this paper we explore the situation when this special role is weakened by the introduction of an arbitrary linear change of variables. Thus for A € GL(n, R) we let
and we ask whether the condition sup ||m(2^i,... ,2^^(0||^,A = Q(m) < oo, Jl-l,..,fcn€Z for some a > i, for some A 6 (?£(n,R) is still sufficient to imply that m is a multiplier of L^, 1 < p < oo.
To answer this question, we attempt to adapt the proof of the Marcinkiewicz theorem to our setting, and so we introduce g-and g^-type functions. Thus if <j > is any function of the type described above, we let^i The proof of this lemma is well-known, but we include it for completeness.
Proof.
Invoking the Littlewood-Paley theory, (||^(/)||p » ||/||p ,1 < p < oo,) we see that ||J<*/||p < C\\g^(K^f)\\p ^ C'Q(K)\\f\\p , 2 < p < oo, provided that v -^ sup |(Aw)^,.,^ *z;| is bounded on £l ,...,^n for 1 < q < oo.
Thus the answer to our question is affirmative provided we can control a certain maximal function. This maximal function the so-called "differentiation in lacunary directions" operator has been studied in the case n = 2 and shown to be bounded on L 9 1 < q < oo, by Nagel, Stein and Wainger [5] . Here we take up the case of higher dimensions, and work, for ease of exposition, with the ca.se n = 3, although the method readily extends to all dimensions.
Another reason for being interested in this maximal operator 160 A.CARBERY for n > 3 is that it is the lacunary analogue of the "equallyspaced" Kakeya maximal operator which "controls" the BochnerRiesz multipliers (1 -|<^| 2 )^. for A small and positive. Optimal results for the Kakeya maximal operator are known only when n = 2, with partial results when n > 3 in [4] . As is usual in Fourier Analysis, the lacunary operator is easier to handle, and, in this context, the moral of our theorem below is that we have not uncovered any new obstacles to boundedness of the Kakeya maximal operator in the optimal range for n > 3.
We give a formal statement and proof of a maximal theorem in §3 below; in §2 we give a general principle for maximal functions which is useful in ^3.
2. An almost-orthogonality principle.
The original argument of Nagel, Stein and Wainger [5] used to prove the 2-dimensional maximal theorem contained a bootstrapping argument which required some geometrical considerations at each stage. M. Christ has observed that it is possible to separate the geometry from the analysis, and once the geometry is removed we are in the following situation. We have a doubly indexed family of subadditive operators {T^}, j € Z , v (E S (with S any set). We shall assume bounded" on Z/ 2 , see [1] . At least when the Tjy are essentially positive, this strong boundedness condition is a posteriori stronger than (3) but is sometimes easier to verify. An interesting question is to what extent some positivity hypothesis on {Tjv} is necessary when p < 2. In certain special cases it may be dispensed with provided that there is some control over "where Tjy lives", or some mild smoothness hypothesis is satisfied. See [2] .
A maximal theorem.
We fix an even function ^ : R -^ R which satisfies ^(0) > 0 , ^ 0, f ^ = 1, ^ decreasing polynomially at oo, ^ compactly Ui being the t^th row of the matrix A. Hence convolution with (Aw)fc^-2^3 is dominated by 3 applications of a maximal operator of the type described in the theorem. So once the theorem is proved, the corollary follows. D
Proof of Theorem. -First of all, we may asume that no component of u is zero, for if one is zero, then we are taking maximal averages over lines in a 1-parameter family of lacunary directions, and so the result follows from the two-dimensional theorem of Nagel, Stein and Wainger. So, without loss of generality, u = 1 = (1,1,1) , and 772(0 = ^-1) = fe+6+^0 is supported in {^i+^+^l < a} with a as small as we please. is a Fourier multiplier of ^(R 3 ), 1 < p < oo, uniformly in the random choice of ±, the usual argument with Rademacher functions (see for example Stein, [6] ) yields (6) .
We first of all decompose 7 into four pieces, a typical one of which is 7($) = 7(0x^i,^2>o,^3<0i and then smoothly decompose 7 into three pieces, 
